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“Damnit” 
- Ben Sironko during a game of Hot Cup 
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WARNING:  

Hot Cup is a game for no ages; it is a game you 
should not play. This game involves a hot cup and 
your hand. Your hand will get hot on the Hot Cup hot 
cup. Please avoid playing this game or your mom will 
get mad at you for inventing it with your friends at 
GDC. Hot Cup is dangerous. Hot Cup is dangerous 
even for The Dangerous . Do not play Hot Cup. Hot 
Cup is not for you. Hot Cup is not for anyone. Hot Cup 
should not be a game - but it is. 

 
TL;DR: Hot Cup is and you should not. 
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ORIGINS: 
Food takes time to prepare, and many restaurants provide 
tables with little cup-candles. 

 
On the Sunday night before GDC 2014, Ben Sironko, Joe 
Cox, James Earl Cox III, and Denver Coulson waited in a 
bar for a pre-GDC meal. Having a cup-flame at their table 
and time on their hands, they began taking turns 
attempting to asphyxiate the glow.  

 
The bar population leaked out slowly as the four creators 
worked their way around the dim room, heroically 
extinguishing all cups. By the end of the night, the game’s 
rules were set, and Hot Cup was birthed into reality. 

 
 
  

http://www.gdconf.com/
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https://twitter.com/joecawks
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https://twitter.com/DenverCoulson
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OVERVIEW: 
Hot Cup is a cooperative boredom folk game. It 
requires very little to play, is easily taught, and 
SHOULD BE AVOIDED AT ALL COSTS. 
 
All that is needed to play Hot Cup is a lit 
restaurant-table cup-candle and willing participants.  

 
GOAL: 

Put out the cup flame. This is a cooperative game. All 
players win when the flame has gone out. It is Hot 
Cup! 

 
RULES: 

1. One at a time, the players place one of their hands on 
the top of the cup, making sure to seal off the flame 
from open air. 

2. When a player removes their hand, another player 
must put their own hand over the cup, sealing off the 
flame from open air. 

3. Repeat this process until the flame has gone out. 
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BONUS HOT CUP FAN ART: 
 

 


